THE ADVANTAGE

Wednesday, 1:00 p.m.
March 23, 2011
Saskatoon Livestock Sales, Saskatoon, SK
Selling 62 Simmental & 8 Red Angus Bulls
Plus 11 Simmental Heifers
BULL & FEMALE SALE
Welcome to the 2011 edition of “The Advantage Sale.” As we move into the new year we are seeing the cattle industry starting to be rewarded for many tough years in the business, and with the real good cattle fetching premiums. The cycle has started to make a serious shift our way and now is the time to put in place your best tools to capitalize on these times, and the first tool to reach for is a herd sire that will propel you towards the top as you market your calves and as well add to your herd replacement daughters. A great bull is that key ingredient!

As you study the catalog you will find some of the freshest and most sought after genetics in the market today. This set of bulls come from a group of breeders who are focused on what the beef industry wants and demands -- a group of breeders that listen to their customers and care about the product they produce.

The bulls from Erixon Simmentals is a fabulous set of beef making machines. This group is a powerful set of stout, hairy bulls with loads of shape and style. The Erixon crew has assembled a set of bulls from the leading genetics available and pay enormous attention to how the bulls develop and perform. A super strong group of bulls is what to expect when you walk into this pen of bulls. The bulls offered from Lazy Bar B Simments are a very solid set of well muscled bulls with loads of length, body, style, and again tons of hair. This group is very uniform from the first bull you see to the last one that comes around the corner. A very well balanced set of mostly brothers is what to expect when you appraise this very good group of bulls.

Storebo Farms has assembled a very nice group of bulls. Again, these bulls are very thick made, hairy bulls, that have great structure and move out extremely well. The boys really pay attention to the development of the bulls and is top priority to sell cattle that work and last long for their customers. This group of Simmental bulls will impress you for the uniformity and smoothness when you view this pen. Storebo Farms also have a very uniform group of Red Angus bulls coming to Saskatoon. These bulls are structurally correct in their makeup with excellent hair coats. This set of bulls have many who are calving ease bulls as well as a few that would be more power Red Angus herd sires as well if that is what fits the bill for your operation.

As well as a great set of bulls to offer, Erixon Simmentals will be offering a group of replacement females as well. These open heifers offer anyone the chance to add some leading genetics to their programs from solid, strong producing, cow families to build from. The heifers are a very fancy, big volumed set with lots of hair and a big future in front of them. Look for these ladies sale day to have many friends as they are a great set of replacement females from a leading program.

The time is now to take “Advantage” of the beef business and prepare ourselves to be in the position to have the “Advantage” as we move forward into these positive times in the cattle industry. We invite you to Saskatoon March 23 to appraise these cattle and help put yourself in a position to have “The Advantage” moving forward. As always, the Transcon team will be available for any questions you may have regarding the cattle or the programs they come from. As well, if you are unable to attend, we would be happy to appraise and handle any of your absentee bids with the utmost professional manner.

For the Transcon Team - Shane Michelson

---
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Simmental Consignors:

Erixon Simmentals 1 - 40, 71 -81
Bob & Kim Erixon
Box 65, Clivet, SK S0K 0Y0
Ph 306/931-3360 Fax: 306/934-3360
Bob cell: 306/227-9750
David & Krista
David cell: 306/270-2893
email: erixonsimmentals@gmail.com

Lazy Bar B Simments 41 - 56
Garry & Cindy Boon
Box 104, Lucky Lake, SK SOL 1Z0 Fax: 306/858-2220
306/858-2762 email: gcboon@sasktel.net

Storebo Farms 57 - 62
Dale & Dwight Storebo, Bryce & Derek Baxter
Box 27, Beechy, SK SOL 0C0
email: storebofarm@sasktel.net

Angus Consignors:

Storebo Farms 63 - 68
Dale & Dwight Storebo, Bryce & Derek Baxter
Box 27, Beechy, SK SOL 0C0
email: storebofarm@sasktel.net

Morland Acres Angus 69 - 70
Bryce, Janice, Grady and AJ Morland
Box 32 Major, Sk.
SOL 2H0
(306)834-2879 or cell (306)834-7336

OFFERING 72 BULLS

62 SIMMENTAL BULLS
56 Red Simmental  6 Black Simmental

8 RED ANGUS BULLS

Plus

11 Simmental Heifers
8 Red Simmental  3 Black Simmental

Simmental Average EPDs:
CE: 5.5 BW: 2.8 WW: 36.4 YW: 61.1 MCE: 5.1 MW: 25.3 MILK: 7.1
Welcome to the Advantage Sale. This is our eighth year as consignors and we would like to take the opportunity to thank everyone for their support. Our bulls and heifers come to you out of the industry’s leading A.I sires along with our herdsire. The bulls are out of strong cow families that have been consistent over the years. We take pride in our cattle and what we do. We are committed to the industry and are always striving to raise the best stock possible. All the bulls and heifers are on the Pfizer Gold program and have been treated with Ivomec. We would like to reserve the right to collect semen for in herd use only on any of the bulls we are offering for sale. Semen would be collected at our expense and the buyer’s convenience. We look forward to meeting all our past, present and future customers. If you have any questions prior to sale day feel free to give us a call or visit the farm.

1. ERIXON X-RAY 201W
POLLED PUREBRED MALE  PG739938  BOBE 201W  30 December 2009
TNT TOP GUN R244
WHEATLAND RED ACE 7477 PTG678327
WHEATLAND LADY 902J
RED BARON HR P101
ERIXON LADY 47T PG689336
ERIXON LADY 47N
BW: 83; 205 day: 835; 365 day: 1433.
EPDS Spring 2011: 9.0   -0.4   40.3   70.4   6.1   26.9   6.7
You have to admire him for his overall balance and natural muscling ability. 201W is a December born, loose hided bull with loads of volume and hair. 4T is a full sister to our high selling bull in the 2009 sale; this Red Baron son sold to Boynecrest Stock Farm. His ¼ brother is 2X, and what a pair they make. Consistency runs in the family and this calf is no exception!

2. ERIXON X-FACTOR 2X
POLLED PUREBRED MALE  PG728819  BOBE 2X  1 January 2010
TNT TOP GUN R244
WHEATLAND RED ACE 7477 PTG678327
WHEATLAND LADY 902J
RED BARON HR P101
ERIXON LADY 90T PG689349
ERIXON LADY 22N
BW: 96; 205 day: 905; 365 day: 1379.
EPDS Spring 2011: 5.5   2.2   49.7   83.2   5.3   33.9   9.0
2X has a 205 day weight of 905 lbs and is in the top five percent for weaning and top four percent for yearling. He is full of red meat, with lots of muscle shape and natural thickness. His ¼ brother is 201W. Homozygous polled.

3. ERIXON LAD 5X
POLLED PUREBRED MALE  PG738437  BOBE 5X  3 January 2010
RC STINGER 072K
TNT GUNNER N208 PG676236
TNT MISS HONEY L9
RED BARON HR P101
ERIXON LADY 45T PG689343
ERIXON LADY 5H
BW: 88; 205 day: 773; 365 day: 1311.
EPDS Spring 2011: 8.0   1.3   36.9   61.6   5.1   25.6   7.1
This bull is very balanced in his make-up and carries ample thickness. He is a powerfully made, solid red calf with good size and performance.

4. ERIXON LAD 6X
POLLED PUREBRED MALE  PG738438  BOBE 6X  3 January 2010
RC STINGER 072K
TNT GUNNER N208 PG676236
TNT MISS HONEY L9
RED BARON HR P101
ERIXON LADY 55R PG654582
ERIKON LADY 22M
BW: 103; 205 day: 767; 365 day: 1305.
EPDS Spring 2011: 5.5   2.4   33.1   58.2   2.8   25.2   8.6
These Gunner calves are sure an impressive set of calves that we are proud of. He is a stylish complete bull and out of a cow family that makes them right time after time. His full brother was shown very successfully last year and was purchased by EDN Simmentals.
5. ERIXON XAVIER 12X

BW: 106; 205 day: 846; 365 day: 1560.
EPDS Spring 2011: 4.5 2.9 40.5 74.5 3.3 30.5 10.2

Sired by the popular Gunner bull and out of one of our top cows, who is the mother of the $7,000 Canadian bred heifer going to Remington Land & Cattle in the 2008 Simmsational Sale. This cow family is one of the top families on the farm. He is huge ribbed, long spined, clean through his lines and has a yearling weight of 1560 lbs. Inconclusive homozygous polled.

6. ERIXON LAD 16X

BW: 86; 205 day: 832; 365 day: 1422.
EPDS Spring 2011: 7.0 0.9 41.7 79.4 6.1 27.8 6.9

The Red Ace calves have more than proven themselves in the show ring this year. 12X was our show bull last fall; he has to be appreciated for his width of top, width of hip and overall spring of rib. He has tremendous muscle shape through his quarter. He goes back to Southpaw’s Red Deck flush cow. Homozygous polled.

7. ERIXON LAD 18X

BW: 107; 205 day: 768; 365 day: 1286.
EPDS Spring 2011: 3.5 4.6 32.3 51.7 5.3 29.0 12.8

He is out of a real maternal cow who has had calves sell to Lakeview Simmentals, 3D Simmentals, Robert Thorpe and Trevor Jones. This bull is destined for great things; he will have an impact on whatever program he goes into.

8. ERIXON XPLOSIVE 19X

BW: 95; 205 day: 752; 365 day: 1190.
EPDS Spring 2011: 3.0 4.7 37.3 67.4 7.1 24.4 5.7

16X is out of a neat made Freedom first calver that has done an excellent job on her first time out. These Freedom daughters are all moderate framed with excellent udders.
11. **ERIXON LAD 26X**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE** | **BG738456** | **BOBE 26X** | 8 January 2010

**BW:** 86; 205 day: 750; 365 day: 1361.
**EPDS Spring 2011:** 11.5 -1.1 41.5 76.3 3.3 27.5 6.7

If you’re looking for a rugged, ranch made bull that will add sogginess in his calves, 26X will get the job done! A maternal sister sold to Destiny Farms in Ontario. She has successfully been shown and crowned champion many times.

---

13. **ERIXON LAD 29X**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE** | **BG738459** | **BOBE 29X** | 10 January 2010

**BW:** 108; 205 day: 823; 365 day: 1429.
**EPDS Spring 2011:** 2.0 6.2 44.2 73.5 5.1 34.0 11.9

A thick made bull that always got a second look in the pasture all summer. He is packed full of red meat and ranks in the top three percent for calving ease. 29X will get the job done! A maternal sister sold to Destiny Farms in Ontario. She has successfully been shown and crowned champion many times.

---

12. **ERIXON LAD 27X**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE** | **BG738457** | **BOBE 27X** | 9 January 2010

**BW:** 84; 205 day: 730; 365 day: 1294.
**EPDS Spring 2011:** 11.0 -1.8 25.6 42.1 5.1 20.2 11.2

A thick made bull that always got a second look in the pasture all summer. He is packed full of red meat and ranks in the top three percent for calving ease. 27X is moderate framed, solid made and has loads of hair. His dam is our Black Jocker donor cow, who has done great things for us. Take a look at his calving ease and milk numbers, they are sure to impress. Three maternal brothers are working for Jimmy Grant, Sunnyside Simmentals and McVicar Stock Farm. His maternal E.T brother is 74X.

---

9. **ERIXON LAD 20X**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE** | **BG738451** | **BOBE 20X** | 8 January 2010

**BW:** 86; 205 day: 795; 365 day: 1365.
**EPDS Spring 2011:** 11.5 -1.1 41.5 76.3 3.3 27.5 6.7

A thick made bull that always got a second look in the pasture all summer. He is packed full of red meat and ranks in the top three percent for calving ease. 20X is moderate framed, solid made and has loads of hair. His dam is our Black Jocker donor cow, who has done great things for us. Take a look at his calving ease and milk numbers, they are sure to impress. Three maternal brothers are working for Jimmy Grant, Sunnyside Simmentals and McVicar Stock Farm. His maternal E.T brother is 74X.

---

10. **ERIXON LAD 21X**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE** | **BG738452** | **BOBE 21X** | 8 January 2010

**BW:** 84; 205 day: 730; 365 day: 1294.
**EPDS Spring 2011:** 11.0 -1.8 25.6 42.1 5.1 20.2 11.2

A thick made bull that always got a second look in the pasture all summer. He is packed full of red meat and ranks in the top three percent for calving ease. 21X is moderate framed, solid made and has loads of hair. His dam is our Black Jocker donor cow, who has done great things for us. Take a look at his calving ease and milk numbers, they are sure to impress. Three maternal brothers are working for Jimmy Grant, Sunnyside Simmentals and McVicar Stock Farm. His maternal E.T brother is 74X.
14. ERIXON XPRESS 32X
POLLED PUREBRED MALE  PG738462  BOBE 32X  10 January 2010

LFE MR LEWIS 514N
LFE RED NORTHERN 376T PG678893
LFE FIRSTBASE 190N

STF JALAPENO
ERIXON MISS JAL 44P PG635801
ERIXON LADY 11L

BW: 107; 205 day: 738; 365 day: 1314.
EPDS Spring 2011:
3.0   4.6   31.7   54.7   4.6   23.5   7.6

He is a bull with lots of extension and stretch. Raised on a well put together Jalapeno daughter who has done great things for us over the years. A maternal brother is working for Green Spruce Simmentals. Homozygous polled.

15. ERIXON LAD 33X
POLLED PUREBRED MALE  PG733834  BOBE 33X  10 January 2010

KENCO/MF POWERLINE 204L
LBR CROCKET R81 PTG671306
LBR NIGHT DREAM M22

BW: 95; 205 day: 728; 365 day: 1341.
EPDS Spring 2011: 2.3   5.5   48.1   82.0   2.2   26.5   2.5

Take note of the extra length of body that 33X has. Length means pounds and pounds means money. This bull is a Crocket out of a consistent producing Zima cow. Our Zima cows have been excellent producers for us over the years. 5N’s last four calves sold to James Purvis of Martensville, SK, Hand Hills Colony of Hanna, AB, Gary Nicket of Borden, SK and Duane Neufeldt of Biggar, SK.
19. ERIXON LAD 51X

**RC STINGER 072K**  
TNT GUNNER N208 PG676236  
TNT MISS HONEY L9

**STF JALAPENO**  
MES ERIXON LADY 2N PG657270  
MES MISS ELITE 22K

BW: 106; 205 day: 828; 365 day: 1489.  
EPDS Spring 2011: 4.5 3.2 38.4 66.6 2.8 31.4 12.2

He is a long bodied, stretchy type of bull. This lengthy bull will work in any program.  
His mother is part of a very strong cow family that has made them right time after time.  
One of 2N’s daughters (BOBE 1R) raised the 2010 Canadian Western Agribition Senior Heifer Calf Champion.

20. ERIXON LAD 53X

**REMITON RED LABEL HR**  
REMITON GENERALLEE 106T PTG695269  
ERIXON LADY 56U PG703083  
ERIXON LADY 1M

**RED BARON HR P101**  
DRAKE SOFT TOUCH 15M

BW: 87; 205 day: 794; 365 day: 1253.  
EPDS Spring 2011: 6.0 2.6 40.3 64.4 6.1 27.2 7.0

Here is a soggy made General Lee bull with lots of barrel and middle in him. We watched him grow all summer and are very happy with this calf.  
Our first calvers have really out done themselves!

21. ERIXON LAD 54X

**REMITON RED LABEL HR**  
REMITON GENERALLEE 106T PTG695269  
ERIXON LADY 56U PG703083  
ERIXON LADY 1M

**RED BARON HR P101**  
DRAKE SOFT TOUCH 15M

BW: 86; 205 day: 705; 365 day: 1183.  
EPDS Spring 2011: 9.5 0.6 31.3 58.4 5.3 21.3 5.6

68X is out of the 2009 CWA Grand Champion Bull.  
General Lee is a good footed, moderate framed bull that is full of red meat.  
68X is a heavy boned, loose hided type of bull.  
219R is a very functional type of cow that produced a black heifer for the 2009 sale and a Tradition bull in 2010.

22. ERIXON XAULT 56X

**RC STINGER 072K**  
MR ISHEE RED 600UNIQUE PG671384  
HS LEXI L035

**HCC MAX FACTOR**  
ERIXON LADY 6K PGSS4846  
HAPPY HAVEN LADY 7A

BW: 109; 205 day: 831; 365 day: 1431.  
EPDS Spring 2011: 5.1 4.9 82.8 3.3 29.5 4.5

56X has a lot to offer, as he has loads of growth, lots of extension and that dark red haircoat that his mother has. He is deep ribbed with a lot of top and flank. A full brother sold in 2009 to Gary Nickel.  
Homozygous polled.

23. ERIXON X-MAN 65X

**RC STINGER 072K**  
TNT GUNNER N208 PG676236  
TNT MISS HONEY L9

**LBR CROCKET R81**  
KWA MS CROCKETT 16U PTG702698  
BBN MS BLACK FIGURES 14K

BW: 96; 205 day: 788; 365 day: 1338.  
EPDS Spring 2011: 6.0 2.6 39.1 67.1 3.1 26.2 6.6

He is out of a stout made first calver that we purchased from Ashworth Farm at the Shades Sale.  
Gunner and Crocket are two bulls that we have used quite heavily over the past few years and are very happy with. This bull has a sweet made front end with lots of extension and eye appeal.  
Homozygous polled.

24. ERIXON LAD 68X

**REMITON RED LABEL HR**  
REMITON GENERALLEE 106T PTG695269  
ERIXON LADY 83U PTG701643  
ERIXON LADY 83U

**TNT DYNAMITE BLACK L137**  
WHEATLAND RED ACE 747T PTG678327  
WHEATLAND LADY 902J  
4E RED HOT

BW: 90; 205 day: 762; 365 day: 1290.  
EPDS Spring 2011: 6.5 1.4 42.3 78.4 6.3 24.5 3.1

54X has a strong bone with a large hoof under him.  
83U is a maternal sister to 96X and 101X that are in the sale.  
83U is an E.T calff out of our red donor cow 248L.
26. ERIXON LAD 89X
POLLED PUREBRED MALE   PG738509   BOBE 89X   25 January 2010

LFE MR LEWIS 514N
LFE RED NORTHERN 375T PG678893
ERIXON LADY 11L G577287
ERIXON LADY 13C

BW: 112; 205 day: 785; 365 day: 1396.
EPDS Spring 2011: 2.0   5.9   35.3   58.3   4.6   23.9   6.2

His mother is a moderate made Fleck influenced cow that always stays in good
shape. She has been a very consistent producer for us. We have three daughters
working in the herd and have sold two through the bull sale. This will be the third
bull to sell off her. 89X will prove to be a low maintenance productive producer.

BEL WESTERN UNION 2ND
LCHMN BODYBUILDER 7303F
ERIXON LADY 39N PG615577
ERIXON LADY 11L

27. ERIXON XXX 76X
POLLED PUREBRED MALE   PG729090   BOBE 76X   21 January 2010

HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
MRL RED FORCE 12U PG697657
MRL MISS 824S

IPU RED NUGGET 132N
S-PAW RED SATIN LACE 8S PTG654146
TESS MS RED DECK 39J

BW: 99; 205 day: 787; 365 day: 1400.
EPDS Spring 2011: 6.5   2.7   41.1   69.6   5.3   29.8   9.2
Take note of this real good, dark red bull. He has
natural thickness and that easy doing look about
him. 8S comes out of Southpaw’s transplant
program. Her full sister was successfully shown
in the 2007 show season. 8S is the grandmother
of 12X, the bull we showed this past fall. Homo-
zygous polled.

TESS MS RED DECK 39J
S-PAW RED SATIN LACE 8S PTG654146
IPU RED NUGGET 132N
MRL RED FORCE 12U PG697657
HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K

28. ERIXON LAD 92X
POLLED PUREBRED MALE   PG738512   BOBE 92X   25 January 2010

RC STINGER 02K
TNT GUNNER N208 PG676236
TNT MISS HONEY L9

LCHMN BODYBUILDER 7303F
ERIXON LADY 39N PG615577
ERIXON LADY 11L

BW: 104; 205 day: 717; 365 day: 1301.
EPDS Spring 2011: 4.5   2.9   24.3   46.2   3.8   19.1   6.9
Here is a moderate framed, thick made beef bull. His mother is a typical Bodybuilder
female, moderate framed and easy fleshing with an excellent udder. A maternal sister
sold at Simmsational in 2009 to Curtis Simmentals. Whether your goal is to put
replacements back in the herd or steers in the feedlot, this fella will get the job done!
29. ERIXON X-RATED 84X

POLLED PUREBRED MALE  PG738505  BOBE 84X  24 January 2010

REMINGTON RED LABEL HR
REMINGTON GENERALLEE 16T PTG695269
DRAKE SOFT TOUCH 15M
HOOK’S RED QUORUM 55H
ERIXON LADY 2P PG635784
ERIXON LADY 8M

BW: 106; 205 day: 891; 365 day: 1478.
EPDS Spring 2011:
4.5  3.3  44.4  75.9  5.3  30.1  7.9
He is the total package, wide topped, long spined, lots of capacity and spring of rib with loads of muscle shape. 84X’s dam, 2P is a cow that has more than proven herself with a female working in Tymarc’s herd and a female going to Czech Mate Simmentsals in the 2008 Pick of the barn. 84X is a maternal brother to the 2009 Canadian Western Agribition Grand Champion Female, and is sired by the 2009 Agribition Grand Champion Bull. You should see the calves on the ground out of her this year! This young calf has loads of potential ahead of him. Homozygous polled.

Maternal Sister: 202S Erixon Lady 202S

30. ERIXON LAD 93X

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE  BPG738513  BOBE 93X  26 January 2010

CNS DREAM ON L186
GCF FIRST DREAM P13 BPTG653191
ERIXON LADY 21U BPG703073
ERIXON LADY 50N

BW: 104; 205 day: 874; 365 day: 1461.
EPDS Spring 2011: 4.0  4.5  51.6  83.3  6.1  29.1  3.3
93X is a long bodied, black blaze face son of First Dream. His dam is a real nice black first calver with a square made, balanced udder. How many first calvers do you know that can raise a bull calf as good as your best cows?

31. ERIXON LAD 95X

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE  BPG738514  BOBE 95X  27 January 2010

WHEATLAND RED TEDDY 457P
ACS BLACK JACK 758T BPG678294
WGAJ JONESY’S NEON 24N

BW: 89; 205 day: 788; 365 day: 1250.
EPDS Spring 2011: 9.0  0.6  26.0  50.9  5.6  23.0  10.0
Take a look at this deep sided, complete package. 29T is a hard working young cow that we thought very highly of the day we purchased her out of Windmill’s dispersal.

32. ERIXON X-PATRIOT 96X

POLLED PUREBRED MALE  PTG739108  BOBE 96X  27 January 2010

STF MONTANA BLACK KF25
STF STARQUEST N114 PTG616507
STF LEONA L290
LRS BIG COUNTRY 37E

BW: 91; 205 day: 747; 365 day: 1283.
EPDS Spring 2011: 2.8  4.2  39.7  74.3  3.5  19.3  0.6
4E RED HOT PG055580
4E BRANDI

33. ERIXON X-PLORER 101X

POLLED PUREBRED MALE  PTG739109  BOBE 101X  28 January 2010

LRS BIG COUNTRY 37E
4E RED HOT PG055580
4E BRANDI

BW: 108; 205 day: 782; 365 day: 1460.
EPDS Spring 2011: 2.8  5.7  41.7  77.0  3.5  20.5  -0.4
96X and 101X are full sibling E.T. calves that are as dark red as they come. A full brother was one of our high sellers last year going to Camden Cattle Co. We purchased 4E Red Hot from M&J’s dispersal where she was the high selling lot. Have a look on sale day and pick the one that’s right for your breeding program.
34. ERIXON LAD 100X

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**  PG738518  **BOBE 100X**  27 January 2010

**REMINGTON RED LABEL HR**
**REMINGTON GENERALLEE 106T PTG695269**
**DRAKE SOFT TOUCH 15M**
**SV RED ROMEO E851**
**ERIXON LADY 1M SG600271**
**ERIXON LADY 27G**

**BW:** 110; **205 day:** 807; **365 day:** 1388.

**EPDS Spring 2011:** 0.0  6.3  45.7  73.0  5.6  31.8  8.9

100X is one of the true performance bulls that we have to offer. He is a loose hided bull that stands on a big foot and has lots of hair. The Romeo cows have produced exceptionally well for us.

---

35. ERIXON LAD 118X

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**  PG738533  **BOBE 118X**  6 February 2010

**TNT TOP GUN R244**
**WHEATLAND RED ACE 747T PTG678327**
**NUG RED MONTANA 484P PG630735**
**WHEATLAND LADY 902J**
**NUG PAM 502K**

**BW:** 106; **205 day:** 719; **365 day:** 1223.

**EPDS Spring 2011:** 3.0  3.2  36.9  63.2  3.6  20.5  2.0

A very stout made Red Ace son that comes from a cow we purchased from Maxwell’s great herd at Viking, AB. A maternal brother is working very well for Highway 5 Simmentals.

---

36. ERIXON LAD 120X

**PUREBRED MALE**  G738535  **BOBE 120X**  9 February 2010

**SF WHAT A DREAM**
**MCINTOSH EDGE 15T PG670953**
**BAJM JUST RIGHT 10L**

**BW:** 107; **205 day:** 831; **365 day:** 1423.

**EPDS Spring 2011:** 3.0  4.5  52.9  82.7  5.6  32.7  6.2

He is a solid made type of bull that will sire the right kind, easy fleshing steers and great replacement females. He is extremely full through the rear quarter and comes into a real clean, heavy boned rear leg. Take a look at the amount of hair he has!

---

37. ERIXON LAD 121X

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**  PG733832  **BOBE 121X**  9 February 2010

**CNS DREAM ON L186**
**REMINGTON RED LABEL HR PG634702**
**HS REFLECTIONS J34**
**ERIXON LADY 25L G577277**
**LFE MISS LEWIS 601F**

**BW:** 108; **205 day:** 783; **365 day:** 1303.

**EPDS Spring 2011:** -0.5  6.4  44.6  66.4  6.3  26.2  3.9

Not the biggest statured bull in the pen, but is one of the heaviest muscled bulls. A wide rear quarter on this guy and a large hooft.

---

38. ERIXON LAD 124X

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**  PG738538  **BOBE 124X**  11 February 2010

**KENCO/MF POWERLINE 204L**
**LBR CROCKET R81 PTG671306**
**LBR NIGHT DREAM M22**
**ERIXON LAD 16H**
**ERIXON LADY 25L G577277**
**LFE MISS LEWIS 601F**

**BW:** 106; **205 day:** 748; **365 day:** 1249.

**EPDS Spring 2011:** 2.5  4.9  45.9  85.7  2.8  26.5  3.5

He is a very wide based with excellent thickness throughout. His dam was the high selling bred out of the Southwest Sale a few years back. We successfully showed a full sister last year as a heifer calf.

---

39. ERIXON LAD 125X

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**  PG738539  **BOBE 125X**  11 February 2010

**LFE MR LEWIS 514N**
**LFE RED NORTHERN 376T PG678893**
**LFE FIRSTBASE 190N**
**ERIXON LADY 22M**
**LCHMN BODYBUILDER 7303F**
**ERIXON LADY 106T PG689351**
**ERIKON LADY 22M**

**BW:** 107; **205 day:** 767; **365 day:** 1301.

**EPDS Spring 2011:** 0.5  6.8  40.6  68.9  5.8  30.9  10.6

There is tons of quality and structural correctness in this guy. He is stout made with lots of lower third. You could buy this guy just on the cow family alone. His dam comes from a long line of excellent producing females.
Welcome to the Advantage Bull Sale!

After going through some tough times in this business we are about to enjoy the ride to the top. Congratulations to all of you for sticking with it; now enjoy! We at Lazy Bar-B Simmental are proud of our sale offerings and strive to produce a non-pampered beef bull that can go on to get the job done. We are confident your next herd bull is in our pen. Thanks for attending and all the best in 2011.

Garry Cell (306)858-7780
Shanda Cell (306) 858-7200
Lazy Bar B Home (306)858-2762

** Please visit our Website for updates on sale information, pictures at www.lazybar-bsimmental.com
44. **LAZY BAR B BUSTER 9X**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**  PG736471  **BOON 9X**  14 January 2010

- **STF STARQUEST N114**
- **SHAWACRES JJX ONSTAR 39R PG643762**
- **FHRS 4H’S MS CROCUS 12K**
- **D BAR C REGENT 32R**
- **MS DOUBLE G 23T PG678406**
- **BDV CRYSTAL L113**

**BW:** 95; 205 day: 762; 365 day: 1439.
**EPDS Spring 2011:**
8.0  1.4  36.1  58.3  3.6  21.5  3.4

Is there a stouter beef bull out there? He is deep, wide and good! Many generations polled, red and this stout “Wow”. He is a sale feature for sure! Breeders, take notice.

45. **LAZY BAR B CACTUS 39X**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**  PG736476  **BOON 39X**  30 January 2010

- **RED BARON HR P101**
- **TWIN BRAE TENNASEE PTG700427**
- **WINDMILL MS LINER 95T PG693158**
- **CZAR MS LADY KAT 83H**

**BW:** 102; 205 day: 779; 365 day: 1285.
**EPDS Spring 2011:**
3.5  5.0  49.7  77.4  5.8  29.4  4.5

He is sired by the $10,000 Tennessee bull that has made his mark at Windmill Simmentals. His mother is a great young cow that is doing a good job for us.

46. **LAZY BAR B BIG SPRINGS 20X**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**  PG736474  **BOON 20X**  25 January 2010

- **STF STARQUEST N114**
- **SHAWACRES JJX ONSTAR 39R PG643762**
- **FHRS 4H’S MS CROCUS 12K**
- **D BAR C REGENT 32R**
- **MS DOUBLE G 23T PG678406**
- **BDV CRYSTAL L113**

**BW:** 105; 205 day: 860; 365 day: 1353.
**EPDS Spring 2011:**
3.3  3.4  51.9  80.6  3.3  32.7  6.7

If you need extra pounds at weaning, this bull right here will do it. He is a free moving, soft sided bull that has a balanced EPD.

47. **LAZY BAR B BIG DIPPER 27X**

**POLLED PUREBRED MALE**  PG736473  **BOON 27X**  19 January 2010

- **STF STARQUEST N114**
- **SHAWACRES JJX ONSTAR 39R PG643762**
- **FHRS 4H’S MS CROCUS 12K**
- **DOUBLE BAR D ENTICER 6P**
- **OJA ELSIE 33K**

**BW:** 102; 205 day: 779; 365 day: 1285.
**EPDS Spring 2011:**
3.5  5.0  49.7  77.4  5.8  29.4  4.5

He is sired by the $10,000 Tennessee bull that has made his mark at Windmill Simmentals. His mother is a great young cow that is doing a good job for us.
48. **LAZY BAR B GEARJAMMER 11X**

KWA DYN 114P
3D MR RED PEPPER 441S PG665373
LFE LIZZIE 619K

MR GJ STYLE 16G
LAZY BAR-B HALA 9K G542034
LAZY BAR-B ANITA 17F

**BW:** 93; 205 day: 787; 365 day: 1373.
**EPDS Spring 2011:** 8.5; 1.5; 29.0; 60.9; 8.1; 28.8; 10.5

A dark red polled bull out of a Fleck cow. You will be attracted to him because of his color but he has more than color. He is a beef bull that anyone would be proud of. Easy moving and thick.

---

49. **LAZY BAR B BARTENDER 58X**

KWA DYN 114P
SUNNY VALLEY RED MARK 29M
3D MR RED PEPPER 441S PG665373
LAZY BAR-B MISS MARK 54R PG647962
LFE LIZZIE 619K

**BW:** 102; 205 day: 766; 365 day: 1278.
**EPDS Spring 2011:** 5.0; 3.7; 32.8; 57.4; 6.1; 24.6; 8.6

A very young bull out of a moderate Red Mark cow. He is a free moving bull that will catch your eye sale day. Use him to sire your replacement females you can be proud of.

---

50. **LAZY BAR B DEUCE 29X**

KWA DYN 114P
3D MR RED PEPPER 441S PG665373
LFE LIZZIE 619K

MR GJ STYLE 16G
LAZY BAR-B COLBY 35N G611625
LCHMN BODYBUILDER 7303F
LOST RIVER ERICA 23E

**BW:** 81; 205 day: 675; 365 day: 1275.
**EPDS Spring 2011:** 5.0; 4.1; 36.6; 60.9; 6.1; 28.8; 10.5

A dark red polled bull out of a Fleck cow. You will be attracted to him because of his color but he has more than color. He is a beef bull that anyone would be proud of. Easy moving and thick.

---

51. **LAZY BAR B CLIFFHANGER 49X**

KWA DYN 114P
LCHMNR BODYBUILDER 7303F
3D MR RED PEPPER 441S PG665373
A BAR J MISS REBA 43L PG576326
LFE LIZZIE 619K

**BW:** 105; 205 day: 813; 365 day: 1421.
**EPDS Spring 2011:** 5.0; 3.7; 32.8; 57.4; 6.6; 24.6; 8.2

Dark red baldy bull that the cowboys will really like. His mother has put several bulls through this sale and is a prime producer. Take advantage of the high cattle prices with a load of his steer calves.
52. LAZY BAR B BLACK STAR 3X
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED MALE   BPG736469   BOON 3X   6 January 2010

STF STARQUEST N114
SHAWACRES JXJ ONSTAR 39R PG643762
FHS 4H'S MS CROCUS 12K

CHUB'S TSUNAMI 2R
RLA BLACK SQUALL 706T BPG676449
JLA RHINESTONE 4R

BW: 93; 205 day: 782; 365 day: 1388.
EPDS Spring 2011: 7.5  1.8  34.0  60.9  3.6  21.8  6.8
This is a big black beef bull that will not be hard to find sale day. You won't find a black bull that is any better than this guy. He is a long, wide, performance bull. Got some Angus cows? Look no further.

53. LAZY BAR B REDROCK 7X
POLLED PUREBRED MALE   PG736470   BOON 7X   14 January 2010

STF STARQUEST N114
SUNNY VALLEY RED MARK 29M
SHAWACRES JXJ ONSTAR 39R PG643762
LAZY-B DAISY 39P G633100
LAZY BAR-B SHEDAISY 3K

BW: 95; 205 day: 774; 365 day: 1382.
EPDS Spring 2011: 7.5  1.3  35.5  60.6  5.3  24.4  6.6
Another performance bull that would work well with those Angus cross cows. He will give you more length, more pounds and leave some great females.

54. LAZY BAR-B DRESSLER
POLLED PUREBRED MALE   PG738350   SLB 15X   16 January 2010

KWA DYN0 114P
3D MR RED PEPPER 441S PG665373
LFE LIZZIE 619K
ROLLING JN LINDBERG 123L
ROLLING JN PAGE 40P PG620262
ROLLING JN JENNY 51J

BW: 100; 205 day: 744; 365 day: 1248.
EPDS Spring 2011: 6.5  2.8  28.7  50.0  5.8  20.6  6.2
He is long and dark red, one of the bulls you knew would be good as soon as he was born. Pasture visitors always picked this calf out as a favorite.

55. LAZY BAR-B FANTUZ
POLLED PUREBRED MALE   PG738348   SLB 61X   2 February 2010

STF STARQUEST N114
SHAWACRES JXJ ONSTAR 39R PG643762
FHS 4H'S MS CROCUS 12K

SUNNY VALLEY RED MARK 29M
LAZY BAR-8 MISS MARK 25S
LAZY BAR-B REDMILE 38P

BW: 104; 205 day: 820; 365 day: 1425.
EPDS Spring 2011: 4.5  3.4  40.9  70.0  3.8  29.6  9.1
Hard to fault this bull in any way. Long, wide and quiet. He will propel your commercial steers to the top of the market while leaving you some very desirable females.

56. LAZY BAR-B CATES
POLLED PUREBRED MALE   PG738352   SLB 48X   5 February 2010

TWIN-CHIEF RINGER 895R
CROSSROAD SONNY 620T PG676991
CROSSROAD RAEE 367R

REMMINGTON RED LABEL HR
LAZY BAR-B LABEL LADY 126U PG695656
LAZY BAR-B MISS MARK 25S

BW: 103; 205 day: 810; 365 day: 1400.
EPDS Spring 2011: 5.5  3.6  40.4  65.7  5.3  29.2  9.0
This bull is as dark red as they come. He has that extra length that we all know adds pounds at weaning. His dam is a heavy milking Red Label daughter and 48X is sired by the mama cow maker himself, Crossroad Sonny.
Welcome to the 16th Advantage Sale. We are seeing the turnaround in the cattle industry happen; in last year’s footnotes I said who expected 50 cent cows and this year they are hitting 70 cents. With bulls hitting 85-90 cents, now is the time to replace that old bull that really does not have one year left in him.

We have cut back on the number of bulls we are bringing to town. We are consigning 6 Simmental and 6 red Angus with 2 red Angus from Morland Acres. This is an honest set of bulls that will go out and work for you for many years.

Last year 90% of our bulls went to repeat customers; we feel we must be doing something right as they keep coming back.

Hope to see you at the sale or at our Open House March 8th or at the farm anytime.

BW: 90; 205 day: 314.
EPDS Spring 2011: 9.0 0.7 33.4 56.4 6.1 26.1 9.4
31X is a blaze faced bull with lots of hair. He was our heaviest calf at weaning with a 112 index. No guesswork here.

BW: 100; 205 day: 783.
EPDS Spring 2011: 5.5 3.5 34.6 57.8 6.3 28.7 11.4
21X was just about left at home because of his age, but every time you look at him he gets your attention. He is not the biggest bull but has a lot to offer: thickness, topline, easy keeping. Take a good look and imagine what another 2 months of age will do.

BW: 70; 205 day: 666.
EPDS Spring 2011: 4.0 3.7 34.5 60.6 4.3 27.0 9.8
Gunner had a rough start being a twin to a dead heifer and then his mother died when he was 2 days old. So he spent a week on the bottle, when one of our top Red Angus cows needed a calf. She took him instantly and he never looked back. Have a good look at him, I think you will like what you see.
61. DESS EDITION 34X

TH BLACK EDITION 8R
MRL FIRST EDITION 147U PG697330
KWA MS BUILDER 69K

CEN LAREDO 519L
RJR MISS PEARL 40R 637763
DOUBLE BAR D RIANNE 44K

BW: 95; 205 day: 741.
EPDS Spring 2011: 5.5   2.8   32.7   52.8   5.8   28.1   11.7
34X is half Fleck with a lot of body length. The dam had a son sell in 2008 to Bruce Hopkins. Think what a set of calves this guy would have off an Angus cowherd.

62. DESS EDITION 38X

TH BLACK EDITION 8R
MRL FIRST EDITION 147U PG697330
KWA MS BUILDER 69K

LFE RED HEMI 391N
WILC HALEY 13R PG638137
WILC AMBER 4K

BW: 102; 205 day: 707.
EPDS Spring 2011: 3.5   3.7   33.7   58.1   5.3   23.7   6.8
38X is multi polled and multi red off a Hemi cow who is one of the longest spined cows in our herd. If you need some length in your calves he may be the bull for you.

63. RED STOREBO MAJOR 5X

RED SPAERMAN BOLD SAM 675P
RED GET-A-LONG WELTERWEIGHT722
RED 30 SPEARMAN 59S 1326831
RED BROX FIREFLY LADY YAM 10J 978817
RED BROX FIREFLY LADY YAM 20D

BW: 75; Sep 7 wt: 645.
EPDS Spring 2011: BW: +0.3 WW: +19 YW: +34 MILK: +11
5X is the result of our choice lot offering RED 30 SPEARMAN 59S and a cow originating from the BROX and GET-A-LONG herds. The 10J cow is the granddam of a SAKIC son we are using at home. We have a few cows at Morland Acres and Bryce Morland has raised this calf and all SPEARMAN calves in the sale, including 2 good bulls from his herd.

64. RED STOREBO MAJOR 21X

RED SPAERMAN BOLD SAM 675P
RED 30 SPEARMAN 59S 1326831
RED BROX LEADING LADY 25J 978803
RED BROX LEADING LADY 11Z

BW: 79; Sep 7 wt: 656.
EPDS Spring 2011: BW: +1.7 WW: +25 YW: +44 MILK: +12
Another calf resulting from a trip to BROX and GET-A-LONG. This bull should add length and put some maternal in his calves.

65. RED STOREBO T N T 54X

RED SPAERMAN BOLD SAM 675P
RED 30 GOLDIE 104T
RED 30 GOLDIE 94N

RED GOLD-BAR MERCEDES K 116M
RED BROX T N T 3T 1409880
RED BROX SCYTHIA 12P

BW: 97; Sep 7 wt: 656.
EPDS Spring 2011: BW: +3.3 WW: +20 YW: +41 MILK: +10
This calf will be hard to miss sale day. With Mercedes, Linebacker, Bold Sam and Bodacious in the pedigree, it is hard to go wrong.

66. RED STOREBO T N T 56X

RED SPAERMAN BOLD SAM 675P
RED 30 SOAPY 58S 1347313
RED 30 SOAPY 72L

RED GOLD-BAR MERCEDES K 116M
RED BROX T N T 3T 1409880
RED BROX SCYTHIA 12P

BW: 90; Sep 7 wt: 757.
EPDS Spring 2011: BW: +0.3 WW: +22 YW: +43 MILK: +8
We thought long and hard about keeping 56X for ourselves; his dam is the only Spaerman daughter we have in the herd and the granddam is 72L who has a son walking at RINGSTEAD RANCH. This is a bull that can’t miss.
**67. RED STOREBO RIPZONE 66X**

RED ANGUS MALE 1546132 STOR 66X 16 January 2010

RED MOOSE CREEK OLYMPIAN 64P RED TROPHY RIPZONE 101S 1367169 RED TROPHY HIGH REBELAS 33N
RED YEO'S CATCHER 51F RED PERRIN NORA 920233 RED PERRIN ELNORA 16F

BW: 95; Sep 7 wt: 709.
EPDS Spring 2011: BW: +2.9 WW: +24 YW: +37 MILK: +12

Have a good look at 66X; at picture time he was in the middle of a growth spurt. At 13 years of age his dam is still putting them out; this bull will grow into a big bull.

**68. RED STOREBO RIPZONE 71X**

RED ANGUS MALE 1546137 STOR 71X 22 January 2010

RED MOOSE CREEK OLYMPIAN 64P RED TROPHY RIPZONE 101S 1367169 RED TROPHY HIGH REBELAS 33N
RED GET-A-LONG FIRST IN LINE RED 30 SOAPY 72L 1042367 RED LITTLE DE SOAPY 335Z

BW: 80; Sep 7 wt: 711.
EPDS Spring 2011: BW: -1.4 WW: +17 YW: +33 MILK: +10

72L just keeps producing the good ones. She has a son walking at RINGSTEAD RANCH and 71X would fit right in with him.

---

**69. RED MORLAND SHELLY BOY 8X**

RED ANGUS MALE 1598368 MAA 8X 15 January 2010

RED SPAERMAN BOLD SAM 675P RED 30 SPEARMAN 59S 1326831 RED 30 SHAWNEE 76K RED 30 MOORDELL SHELLY 2P RED 30 MAJOR SHELLY 85F
RED CHOPPER K BODACIOUS 3K RED 30 MAJOR SHELLY 76K

BW: 98; Sep 30: 855.
EPDS Spring 2011: BW: +5.7 WW: +32 YW: +58 MILK: +14

Here is just a good solid bull. Mother goes back to a foundation cow of the Morland Acres Angus herd. They aren’t real pretty but they do produce. Very smooth made calf, but the highest gaining calf in the group. Take a good look at him on sale day!

**70. RED MORLAND MARKY MARK 9X**

RED ANGUS MALE 1598370 MAA 9X 18 January 2010

RED SPAERMAN BOLD SAM 675P RED 30 SPEARMAN 59S 1326831 RED 30 SHAWNEE 76K RED 30 MAJOR SHELLY 76K
RED CHOPPER K BODACIOUS 3K RED 30 MAJOR MARKY 9P 1204537 RED CHOPPER MS MARK 58H

BW: 85; Sep 30: 835.
EPDS Spring 2011: BW: +3.0 WW: +22 YW: +45 MILK: +13

Here is a well made, smooth bull calf. His mother goes back to Red 30 Maestro of Storebo farms, who produced exceptional females with great feet and legs as well as low birth weights and high weaning and yearling weights. This bull will work on both heifers and your cow herd, with calving ease and production.

---

**Transcon’s “Sight Unseen” Purchasing Service**

We always appreciate your attendance at our sales however, we realize you can’t be everywhere we are. We are also very aware that because of the volume of bulls that we market, we are in a position to find you that bull (or bulls) for the best value and quality, in your budget.

Our service is conflict free as we don’t own the cattle we sell and we are never paid incentive buying commissions or bonuses by the sellers. Your confidentiality is guaranteed.

Call any of our cellular phone numbers listed for more details. Or, go to our website: [www.transconlivestock.com](http://www.transconlivestock.com) to view the list of 150 breeders who used this service.

In 2010 we purchased 300 head for over $1,000,000 including 150 bulls for $565,000!
HEIFERS

71. ERIXON LADY 25X

POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE  PG738455  BOBE 25X  8 January 2010

LFE MR LEWIS 514N
LFE RED NORTHERN 376T PG678893
LFE FIRSTBASE 180N

SUNNY VALLEY RED LISA 21N PG614015
SUNNY VALLEY LISA 1L

BW: 70; 205 day: 525; 365 day: 887.
EPDS Spring 2011: 8.5  1.6  28.5  55.1  6.3  21.7  7.4
Open.

25X is a deep sided female that comes by it honestly, as her mother is built the same way. She has been producing very well for us, putting herd bulls into Kinzie Farms, Hillcrest Colony and McVicor Stock Farms.

72. ERIXON LADY 43X

POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE  PG738472  BOBE 43X  13 January 2010

CNS DREAM ON L186
REMINGTON RED LABEL HR PG634702
HS REFLECTIONS J34

BW: 79; 205 day: 638; 365 day: 977.
EPDS Spring 2011: 7.5  0.7  33.2  54.0  6.8  20.4  3.8
Open.

Her dam is a real nice blaze faced first calver who is sure to be a solid producer in the years to come. She is sired by Red Label, who has proven himself to be one of the industry’s most influential sires.

73. ERIXON LADY 49X

POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE  PG738476  BOBE 49X  14 January 2010

TNT TOP GUN R244
WHEATLAND RED ACE 747T PG678327
WHEATLAND LADY 902J
ERIXON LADY 17X PG554851
ERE XON MISS ROYALEE 92C

BW: 103; 205 day: 660; 365 day: 964.
EPDS Spring 2011: 0.5  4.8  46.5  79.3  6.3  30.0  6.7
Open.  

She is long spined with loads of performance and has a promising future. Sired by the popular Wheatland Red Ace she is sure to be a solid producer. We have two daughters working in the herd and one at Remington Cattle Co.

74. ERIXON LADY 80X

BLACK POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE  BPG738501  BOBE 80X  23 January 2010

PVF-BF BF26 BLACK JOKER
PVF-BF MABELLE C131

BAR 15 MISS IBK 3M
BAR 15 MS IBK 83Y-9D

BW: 85; 205 day: 563; 365 day: 910.
EPDS Spring 2011: 8.5  -0.8  22.1  48.5  5.8  20.3  9.2
Open.

80X is a clean fronted, deep made heifer. 3M comes right out of Bar 15 Simmentals transplant program.

75. ERIXON LADY 82X

POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE  PG738503  BOBE 82X  24 January 2010

KENCO/MF POWERLINE 204L
LBR CROCKET R81 PTG671306
LBR NIGHT DREAM M22
ERIXON MISS ROOKIE 37P

BW: 107; 205 day: 593; 365 day: 971.
EPDS Spring 2011: 0.5  6.3  55.3  95.4  4.3  32.8  5.1
Open.

These Crocket females are going to be fantastic cows! We have calved several of them and are very impressed with their overall broodiness and mothering ability. 82X ranks in the top one percent for both weaning and yearling weight.
76. ERIXON LADY 91X
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE   BPG738511   BOBE 91X   25 January 2010

Maternal Sister: 33W

TNT DYNAMITE BLACK L137
TH BLACK EDITION 8R BPG640896
BBN MS BLACK LADY 28V
LAZY BAR-B DAYNA 42N

BW: 102; 205 day: 691; 365 day: 1043.
EPDS Spring 2011: 3.0   4.0   35.2   60.0   3.1   25.8   8.2
Open.
91X is a true sale feature! A stretchy heifer with all the broodiness and cleanliness to make her a top producing cow. Her maternal sister, Erixon Lady 33W, sold last year to Diamond B Simmentals. She will catch your eye on sale day.

77. ERIXON LADY 109X
POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE   PG738525   BOBE 109X   2 February 2010

CNS DREAM ON L186
REMINGTON RED LABEL HR PG634702
HS REFLECTIONS J34

BW: 72; 205 day: 594; 365 day: 933.
EPDS Spring 2011: 6.0   1.2   27.0   44.1   6.3   19.4   5.9
Open.
109X has maternal written all over her. These Red Label females are no stranger to the industry, they make excellent mother cows.

78. ERIXON LADY 134X
POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE   PG739743   BOBE 134X   20 February 2010

Hook's Shear Force 38K
MRL RED FORCE 12U PG697657
MRL MISS 824S
SV RED ROMEO E851
ERIXON LADY 67L PG577761
ERIXON LADY 20E

BW: 104; 205 day: 640; 365 day: 979.
EPDS Spring 2011: 5.3   2.8   36.5   57.9   4.0   26.9   8.6
Open.
MRL Red Force was the high selling bull at MRL in 2009. He is a true calving ease bull with so much more to offer. The pedigree on this heifer will prove to be a cow in the making.

79. ERIXON LADY 138X
BLACK POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE   BPG738552   BOBE 138X   25 February 2010

SF WHAT A DREAM
MINTOSH EDGE 1ST PG670953
BAJM JUST RIGHT 10L
BAR 40 MS 235M BPG614687
BAR 40 MS 883K

BW: 93; 205 day: 638; 365 day: 966.
EPDS Spring 2011: 5.5   3.2   46.4   79.3   5.8   24.2   1.0
Open.
She is very balanced in her make-up with ample thickness. Her mother is a black cow that we purchased from Bar 40’s dispersal.

80. ERIXON LADY 140X
POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE   PG738546   BOBE 140X   7 March 2010

SF WHAT A DREAM
MINTOSH EDGE 1ST PG670953
BAJM JUST RIGHT 10L

BW: 91; 205 day: 614; 365 day: 953.
EPDS Spring 2011: 6.0   2.3   39.3   64.0   5.6   21.4   1.7
Open.
This Edge heifer comes to you in a moderate, easy fleshing package. She is very balanced, with lots of base and lower third.

81. ERIXON LADY 143X
POLLED PUREBRED FEMALE   PG738545   BOBE 143X   11 March 2010

SF WHAT A DREAM
MINTOSH EDGE 1ST PG670953
BAJM JUST RIGHT 10L

BW: 101; 205 day: 646; 365 day: 982.
EPDS Spring 2011: 3.0   4.1   41.0   66.4   6.6   27.0   6.5
Open.
143X is an angular fronted, smooth made Edge heifer. Maternal sisters have sold to Green Spruce Simmentals and Sunny Side Simmentals, and a maternal brother to G-Seven Acres.
THE ADVANTAGE
BULL & FEMALE SALE